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About This Game

Beyond the Horizon
From darkness to light.

Travel through 11 zones of relaxation.
Visit as often as you like.

This virtual reality (VR) experience, allows you to continuously traverse a mysterious friendly world on a unique virtual
platform that you control with your body.

Eleven (plus one) unique zones support a restful relaxing state, giving you time for reflection and introspection.

With your body movement you control your horizontal direction and speed. With a controller, you can also explore above and
below, finding a variety of places to enjoy the alien landscape.

We are also exploring the use of voice to control the platform.
'Up', 'level', 'down', controls your vertical movement.

'Stop' will allow you to hold the platform in its current position. Pull out your yoga mat, or do Tai Chi in front of the waterfall.
'Go' will start the platform moving again.
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Hacker Evolution is more of a typing game, then a hacking simulator. I like the concept of hacker games. The sense of online
omnipotence has a huge appeal. HOWEVER, this game actively punishes exploration. A lot of the game is trial and error. If you
do not do things in order, you will have to restart. Restart the level? No, the entire game. Your penalties from previous levels
carry over to the next.

If you ever feel the need to check out things off the developers predetermined path, they slap you with in game monetary
penalties. ex: You see that a website called dot-hackers.net. Seems cool, right, so you go to check it out. You are penalized for
looking up the website. Yes, they penalize you for LOOKING UP WEBSITES! Then they penalize you for logging on, and then
they penalize you for downloading files. The only way to take away your penalties is too pay in game money. They penalize you
when you make money. Every. Single. Time. So if you get the game, go ahead and save yourself some headaches and use the
money cheat (xmoney) to give yourself all the money you will ever need.

The good thing about the game is that it had somewhat of a vision, but if you want a hacking game that makes you feel
powerful, go with UPLINK.. Love the dude. Easy combos, and very scary to fight against.. Zun Cheeers i have waited far to
long for you to come to steam now i can pay every single wort of my wallet penny / couple of beer for your games i kept
dreaming 1 day. the games you make will come to steam hoping i get the chance to repay everything i have done. and hope i to
see more of the games u make along with us dedicated fans. Cheers !!!!!. DROD RPG was a mistake.

I like the DROD series, in concept. And then they go ahead and create puzzles that are just too difficult for me, and I can't skip
them. I never got past the 2nd to last area of The City Beneath, they always do this.

DROD RPG is like a standard DROD game, except the enemies don't move, ever. When you bump into them or run your sword
into them, you start a back and forth of damage until one of you dies. You can get stat ups and better gear in the dungeon. For
the most part, it's interesting and somewhat fun.

Except it's way too easy to play the game in such a way that the game becomes impossible and you have to restart a room, a
floor, even the entire game. There are far too many ways for you to dead-end yourself. The difficulty spikes make it easy to lose
all your health. Keys are a limited resource that also make it easy to get locked out of rooms and secrets. And if you want to be
thorough and get most of the secrets too? Forget it, even more difficult.

I've restarted the 6th floor at least 5 times, restarted the game once, and no matter what I do I keep running into brick walls
because of the game design. I wouldn't recommend this game to anyone who isn't pursuing a room by room walkthrough, which
doesn't exist and wouldn't be that fun anyway. I've given this game enough chances, I'm uninstalling it.

Sorry Caravel Games, but DROD RPG is bad. And I'm less likely to buy games in the series past TCB since your design polices
have gone downhill as the years have gone on.. 8.5\/10 Recommended

Warning Minor Spoilers

The Tale of a Timeless Tome is a new story dlc for Ni no Kuni II that gives new story to the main plot line but mostly fills in the
plot blanks left in by the main story, after fully completing the dlc ill give some Pro's and Con's.

Pro's:
- A new story to undertake involving the Nightmares that have invaded the memories and dreams of the people and it's up to you
to stop them, bit cliche but there you go.
- Unanswered story plot lines left blank in the main games story are now answered in this dlc such as, Roland's son, Ferdinand's
abilities, and where tainted monsters come from to just name a few.
- New weapons and armor with new legendary class weapons and armor as well.
- Dlc is intertwined with the main game "basically it starts early and progresses as you go through the main game and ends after
you beat the main game so it's still end game dlc".
- New high level Colosseum added to the game called the Solosseum Slog.
- Two new ways to play the combat in the game called Martial Methods, one being able to use spells like in the original Ni no
Kuni game, and the other focusing on using the Higgledies in a unique summoner type of class.
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- Level cap raised over 135+ "level 135 is the level of the final story boss of this dlc"

Con's:
- No voice acting whatsoever which is odd considering it's a story dlc, regardless all dialogue must be read.
- Many reused assets, while there are new assets the majority of the dlc reuses assets, dungeon's, forests's, monsters etc from the
main game.
- Leveling up past 100+ is overly grindy, "even with double in game exp boosts it still took quite a while to reach level 135".
- No new outfits to be had here at least none that i was able to find.
- Still no new game+ -.-, didn't add this to the overall score just saying lol.

Overall the dlc is a fun and exciting experience with new story, answered questions about the main game and new game
mechanics giving the game some much needed replay value, and if your a fan of the game and want more then this is the dlc for
you, it's definitely worth the 15 dollars.. This is simply one of the most beautiful space simulators out there. I really like that
there is a tutorial for the 3 spacecrafts out right now as it helps you when you are flying it by yourself without any help. From
someone who is coming from Space Shuttle Mission 2007, I'll say it again, it is a truly nice simulator. There are few bugs which
vary from some typos in the Comms Windows to the camera shifting positions during launch or re-entry when the violent
shaking occurs. Overall 8.5\/10 for me.. This was perhaps one of the best impulse buys I’ve made on Steam. Everything about it
is quite excellent. The single player gameplay is a fun and exciting mix of turn-based grand strategy campaigns and real time
tactical battles (which are entirely optional btw), neither of which require too steep a learning curve from past titles or
comparable games. The graphics are top-notch for it’s time and I was pleasantly surprised that my HP notebook would keep
pace. However, you will need to modify you’re preferences script to access higher levels, if you need help I’d be happy to
provide instructions. The campaigns are excellent and can be completed on the lowest difficulties at around an hour (perfect if
you’re short on time). The exposition given between campaigns by Marshal Louis-Alexandre Berthier does a great job in
painting a rather charismatic and sympathetic picture of his emperor and friend. Finally, the sound and music provide an
immersive, and sometimes cinematic, feel to an already great game. I can’t attest to the multiplayer because that’s not really my
thing, but from my understanding there’s little difference from single player. The only complaint I do have are the relatively
long loading times, which otherwise give little trouble.

Overall I’d have to say that for my first Total War game, Napoléon has been and impressive and memorable experience. I truly
recommend it to anyone interested in Total War, grand strategy, or even the time period.

Final verdict: 10/10

“All great events hang by a hair. The man of ability takes advantage of everything and neglects nothing that can give him a
chance of success; whilst the less able man sometimes loses everything by neglecting a single one of those chances.”
— Napoléon Bonaparte. This is my first visual novel that got me curious about it all. While I can't say I liked them all, this one
is probably my favorite. Although silly, it's well written and fun.. I was very close to refunding the game as I was not having
much fun in the classic mode. It just didn't seem that intense to me. You punch bombs that spawn all around you. If it's red,
don't punch. If it's another color, then weird things happen, you'll either have to double punch quickly or more bombs spawn
that you'll have to punch quickly. If it's red on top or below you'll either have to punch upwards or downwards so you're not
punching red. Lasers also spawn which you'll have to crouch or if you're lucky, punch a bomb towards. Targets spawn that you
can punch bombs towards for more multipliers.

The good news is that you don't need a 360 or roomscale setup at all. You can do 180 mode and standing room worked just fine.
In fact, you can play sitting down. I would recommend that for a light workout. Still, the simple gameplay, although a nice
workout, wasn't much fun to me or challenging. It's just a matter of stamina really.

Then I tried grav bomb. This is a nice twist on all the VR tennis games out there. Basically, you're in a gravity chamber where
you can punch one bomb (but really it's just a ball) to try to take out the objects around the play space cylinder. Gravity brings
the punch bomb towards you. To start off, you don't want to punch too hard because you'll probably end up hitting the wall and
the punch bomb will come rapidly towards you. You'll want to measure your punch strength and angle towards the edges. So
while all this is going on, you can hit targets to have different effects, like your punch bomb getting bigger making it easier to
hit on the edges. Then turrets will spawn that you'll want to take out. Enemy bombs will spawn that you'll want to dodge. The
more succesful you are, the further you'll have to punch the ball and the more things will spawn that you'll have to navigate
correctly. Soon, you'll start feeling your arms hurt. But you want to climb up the leaderboards. Believe it or not, you can actually
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play this seated as long as you have wheels on your chair to dodge out of enemy bombs.

I got a good sweat going. I had fun with gravity bomb. I don't think that concept of gravity pulling the ball words you would
work with a racket. But it works well with your punches. I look forward to the third game under construction and am happy to
not request a refund and look forward to the game development and improvement.

Rate 6\/10. Hope to increase the score in the future with more development. EA sometimes works and it looks like this is one of
those games moving towards success.  Honestly, I think the 'classic game' needs music to the rhythm of the punches to make it
more enjoyable to do the workout or maybe boss fights that change up the mechanics in between rounds. I hope dev adds some
changes to classic mode.
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Fun, Destructive, Addicting, and much, MUCH more! 10\/10!. Not a twenty-dollar game. It's done in a couple of hours without
much in the way of choices, aside from "follow history religiously.". This can be crafted in game, if you have money to blow or
it is on sale consider it but I would just craft it in game. I made the mistake of thinking this was something you could only get
through microtransactions.. amazing game of the year love games like this one thinking of getting this game again so i the dev
gets some money & give to my friend to enjoy it. What a WASTE of money this game was worked for like a week now it wont
open, steam need to seriously sort it out!. 10\/10 solid game, pure llama slaughter satisfaction. There's nothing that hits my llama
murdering needs like this game. Every person who believes llamas are pure evil will get their tinfoil hats after playing this game
for 10 minutes. Let the llama murder commence #llamanatiMustFall. This game is unbelieveable, im waiting games like this for
decades you have to try that if you are a fan of space, the graphics are amazing ..!!!. A short, simple and moderately sweet
little...well, "hack 'n' slay"-style game, oddly enough...which will in any case ensure that you won't wank for a week. Think of it
as a "clicker" game with movement and a tiny bit more skill\/reflexes\/strategy required (though you'll occasionally use your
other hand also, to hit hot keys).

  Hey, it's no great shakes, but it's certainly cute 'n' fun enough in small bursts, and a nice change of pace from all the more
"serious" games out there. Nothing wrong with the price, either, but if you're going to bring anything approximating
expectations to the table, you may want to wait for a sale.

Verdict: 7.5\/10.. An interesting story, but it takes several very similar runs to really get the whole picture. Figuring out how to
reveal the whole story is also unclear, forcing frustrating retries. Better direction, some polish on the art, and better voice acting
could pull this game together into a good experience.
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